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Eventually, you will certainly discover a additional experience and ability by spending more cash. still when? get you endure that you require to get
those all needs taking into consideration having significantly cash? Why dont you attempt to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats
something that will lead you to understand even more almost the globe, experience, some places, later than history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your certainly own become old to conduct yourself reviewing habit. among guides you could enjoy now is The Warrior Mage The Lost
Prophecy 2 below.

Crown of Vengeance - Mercedes Lackey 2013-08-27
When orphaned elfin child Varuthir discovers that she is the last survivor
of her house and destined to destroy the hundred kingdoms, she makes
many sacrifices on her way to becoming the powerful Queen Vielissiar
Farcarinon.
The Paper Dragon - D K Holmberg 2021-07-10
A dark power that attacks Yoran leads Gavin on a dangerous journey.
Gavin remains in Yoran while struggling to master his El'aras abilities.
With the power of the strange ring that grants him even more power, he
knows he has to learn control, otherwise he'll destroy the city while
trying to protect it. When the hyadan, creatures of dark sorcery, come to
the city, Gavin has to make a choice between staying to learn control
over his power or helping Imogen. For him, that's no choice at all.
Chasing the hyadan leads them deeper into Imogen's past, and
challenges Gavin more than he thought possible. The price of failure is
greater than only one city. If he can't learn to control his El'aras magic-and the power of the ring--the dark power will spread and destroy all
magic in the world.
The Executioner's Right - D. K. Holmberg 2021-01-05
Executioners don't solve crimes, they punish those who commit them. Or
so Finn thought before apprenticed to one. Poverty-stricken Finn Jagger
would give anything to heal his ailing mother. With his father
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imprisoned, Finn has joined a thieving crew to earn the money he needs
to save her. When the latest heist turns to disaster and lands him on
death row, Finn's future seems to be tied up with a noose. Until the
king's executioner claims him as an apprentice. Finn soon learns an
Executioner has far more power and greater responsibility than he'd ever
realized. As inquisitor and detective, he must find the truth behind each
sentence he carries out. It's a challenging job, but one that Finn is
surprisingly good at. When the crew decides Finn could be the key to
completing an impossible heist that threatens the kingdom, he's forced to
choose between his new job and his old friends. And making the wrong
choice could cost him everything.
The Alchemyst - Michael Scott 2007-05-22
Nicholas Flamel appeared in J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter—but did you
know he really lived? And his secrets aren't safe! Discover the truth in
book one of the New York Times bestselling series the Secrets of the
Immortal Nicholas Flamel. The truth: Nicholas Flamel's tomb is empty.
The legend: Nicholas Flamel lives. Nicholas Flamel is the greatest
Alchemyst to ever live. The records show that he died in 1418, but what
if he's actually been making the elixir of life for centuries? The secrets to
eternal life are hidden within the book he protects—the Book of Abraham
the Mage. It's the most powerful book that has ever existed, and in the
wrong hands, it will destroy the world. And that's exactly what Dr. John
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Dee plans to do when he steals it. There is one hope. If the prophecy is
true, Sophie and Josh Newman have the power to save everyone. Now
they just have to learn to use it. “The Secrets of the Immortal Nicholas
Flamel has everything you loved about Harry Potter, including magic,
mystery, and a constant battle of good versus evil.”—Bustle Read the
whole series! The Alchemyst The Magician The Sorceress The
Necromancer The Warlock The Enchantress
Dragon Mage - ML Spencer 2020-12-22
Aram Raythe has the power to challenge the gods. He just doesn't know
it yet. Aram thinks he's nothing but a misfit from a small fishing village in
a dark corner of the world. As far as Aram knows, he has nothing, with
hardly a possession to his name other than a desire to make friends and
be accepted by those around him, which is something he's never known.
But Aram is more. Much, much more. Unknown to him, Aram bears
within him a gift so old and rare that many people would kill him for it,
and there are others who would twist him to use for their own sinister
purposes. These magics are so potent that Aram earns a place at an
academy for warrior mages training to earn for themselves the greatest
place of honor among the armies of men: dragon riders. Aram will have
to fight for respect by becoming not just a dragon rider, but a Champion,
the caliber of mage that hasn't existed in the world for hundreds of
years. And the land needs a Champion. Because when a dark god out of
ancient myth arises to threaten the world of magic, it is Aram the world
will turn to in its hour of need.
Ink Mage - Victor Gischler 2014-04-29
In the first installment of the A Fire Beneath the Skin trilogy, the city of
Klaar has never fallen. No enemy has ever made it across the Long
Bridge or penetrated the city's mighty walls. Even when a powerful
invading army shows up at the gates, the duke and his daughter, Rina
Veraiin, are certain that it poses little threat. But they are cruelly
betrayed from within and, in a horrific spasm of violence, the city is
brought to its knees. With the help of her bodyguard, Kork, the battletrained young Rina narrowly escapes the slaughter and makes her way to
the lair of an ancient sorcerer--the Ink Mage--who gifts her with a
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strange, beautiful set of magical tattoos. Now a duchess in exile, Rina
sets out on a quest to reclaim what is rightfully hers, aided by a motley
assortment of followers who will help her in her cause--some for noble
reasons and others for their own dark purposes. With the enemy's agents
nipping at her heels, Rina must learn to harness her new and startling
magical powers if she is to assert her rightful place as ruler of Klaar.
The Risen Shard - D K Holmberg 2020-09-19
An assassin with no rival meets a magic he cannot defeat. The Chain
Breaker Series begins.Trained to kill from a young age, Gavin Lorren
finally escaped that life. No more killing innocents. No more working
alone. The jobs are still dangerous, but at least he can choose.Now an old
friend has invited him to the city of Yoran where the work is plentiful.
The Roasted Dragon tavern is rough but cozy. The regulars are seedy but
welcoming. The owner Jessica is fond of him. It's almost too good to be
true.His good fortune is fleeting. Gavin finds himself facing a new enemy,
fast and deadly El'aras warriors-an ancient race with innate magical
talent. By the time he learns sorcery is involved, he's in too deep. To
succeed, he'll have to uncover parts of his past that he'd hoped to forget.
It will take an assassin without equal to survive.It will take the Chain
Breaker.
Fate of the Fallen - Kel Kade 2019-11-05
Fate of the Fallen is the start of a brand new adventure from New York
Times bestselling author Kel Kade Not all stories have happy endings.
Everyone loves Mathias. Naturally, when he discovers it’s his destiny to
save the world, he dives in head first, pulling his best friend Aaslo along
for the ride. However, saving the world isn’t as easy, or exciting, as it
sounds in the stories. The going gets rough and folks start to believe
their best chance for survival is to surrender to the forces of evil, which
isn’t how the prophecy goes. At all. As the list of allies grows thin, and
the friends find themselves staring death in the face they must decide
how to become the heroes they were destined to be or, failing that, how
to survive. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Elements Bond - D K Holmberg 2020-03-04
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The key to finding the one responsible for the attack on Terndahl
involves crossing the waste, but is Tolan willing to risk the tenuous peace
they've achieved for revenge?Now a master shaper, Tolan must serve the
Academy but he understands the risk his mother poses. While others
want to study the power out on the waste, Tolan sees the need to look
beyond Terndahl. His mother remains at large, and they still don't know
her ultimate goal.When a chance encounter while traveling with the
Draasin Lord reveals something unexpected, Tolan realizes he must
expedite the plan to explore beyond the waste. What he finds there
changes everything he knows about the elements-and the elementals.
The final book in Elemental Academy series.
Darkness Rising - D. K. Holmberg 2016-10-22
Jasn wanted nothing more than to hunt the draasin and obtain vengeance
for what he'd lost in the Endless War. Time spent in the mysterious
barracks revealed depths to the war-and his abilities-that he had never
imagined. As he debates whether to continue his education with Alena,
he follows her into the depths of Rens where a surprising discovery
changes both of their fates, and entwines them more than either desires.
Ciara returns from the waste changed, but her return is only a
beginning. When her father demonstrates a powerful secret of his own,
Ciara must once again leave her home on a journey for answers that will
change not only her, but the fate of Rens and the future of the war.
The Shape of Fire - D K Holmberg 2020-06-12
A return of a long defeated threat changes everything for a master of the
elements.The power of the elements can be complicated to master. Most
reach it through the element bonds, ways of connecting to and shaping
power that allowed the nation of Terndahl to thrive for centuries. Few
can reach power of their own, an ancient way of holding magic the
elemental warriors of old possessed. As spirit master, Tolan teaches how
to use the power of the element bonds, but he knows a greater truth.
Connected to power of his own, Tolan can use that, along with his bond
to the elementals, in ways others cannot.When a threat all thought long
ago defeated returns, Tolan finds his service to the Academy will require
more than a master of spirit. Stopping this threat requires an ancient
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elemental warrior, but what if even that magic is not enough?The Shape
of Fire is the start of an exciting fantasy adventure series.
The Art of Prophecy - Wesley Chu 2022-08-09
A “superb fantasy saga” (Helene Wecker) of martial arts and magic,
about what happens when a prophesied hero is not the chosen one after
all—but has to work with a band of unlikely allies to save the kingdom
anyway, from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Lives of
Tao “An ambitious and touching exploration of disillusionment in faith,
tradition, and family—a glorious reinvention of fantasy and wuxia
tropes.”—Naomi Novik, New York Times bestselling author of A Deadly
Education So many stories begin the same way: With a prophecy. A
chosen one. And the inevitable quest to slay a villain, save the kingdom,
and fulfill a grand destiny. But this is not that kind of story. It does begin
with a prophecy: A child will rise to defeat the Eternal Khan, a cruel
immortal god-king, and save the kingdom. And that prophecy did anoint
a hero, Jian, raised since birth in luxury and splendor, and celebrated
before he has won a single battle. But that’s when the story hits its first
twist: The prophecy is wrong. What follows is a story more wondrous
than any prophecy could foresee, and with many unexpected heroes:
Taishi, an older woman who is the greatest grandmaster of magical
martial arts in the kingdom but who thought her adventuring days were
all behind her; Sali, a straitlaced warrior who learns the rules may no
longer apply when the leader to whom she pledged her life is gone; and
Qisami, a chaotic assassin who takes a little too much pleasure in the kill.
And Jian himself, who has to find a way to become what he no longer
believes he can be—a hero after all.
The Dark Ability - D. K. Holmberg 2016-01-02
Exiled by his family. Claimed by thieves. Could his dark ability be the key
to his salvation? Rsiran is a disappointment to his family, gifted with the
ability to Slide. It is a dark magic, one where he can transport himself
wherever he wants, but using it will only turn him into the thief his father
fears. Forbidden from Sliding, he's apprenticed under his father as a
blacksmith where lorcith, a rare, precious metal with arcane properties,
calls to him, seducing him into forming forbidden blades. When
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discovered, he's banished, sentenced indefinitely to the mines of Ilphaesn
Mountain. Though Rsiran tries to serve obediently, to learn to control the
call of lorcith as his father demands, when his life is threatened in the
darkness of the mines, he finds himself Sliding back to Elaeavn where he
finds a black market for his blades - and a new family of thieves. There
someone far more powerful than him discovers what he can do and
intends to use him. He doesn't want to be a pawn in anyone's ambitions;
all he ever wanted was a family. But the darkness inside him cannot be
ignored - and he's already embroiled in an ancient struggle that only he
may be able to end.
Prophecy Girl - Cecily White 2013-04-02
Some prophecies are downright deadly... Amelie Bennett. . . . Ending the
world, one prophecy at a time.I was born to slay Crossworld demons.Big
black flappy ones, little green squirmy ones. Unfortunately, the only
thing getting slain these days is my social life. With my high school under
attack, combat classes intensifying, and Academy instructors dropping
right and left, I can barely get my homework done, let alone score a
bondmate before prom.Then he shows up.Jackson Smith-Hailey.
Unspeakably hot, hopelessly unattainable, and dangerous in all the right
ways. Sure, he's my trainer. And okay, maybe he hates me. Doesn't mean
I'll ignore the wicked Guardian chemistry between us. It's crazy! Every
time I'm with him, my powers explode. Awesome, right?Wrong.Now my
teachers think I'm the murderous Graymason destined to bring down our
whole race of angelbloods. Everyone in New Orleans is hunting me. The
people I trusted want me dead. Jack and I have five days to solve the
murders, prevent a vampire uprising, and thwart the pesky prophecy
foretelling his death by my hand. Shouldn't be too difficult.Getting it
done without falling in love. . . that might take a miracle. Each book in
the Angel Academy series is a standalone, full-length story that can be
enjoyed out of order. Series Order: Book 1: Prophecy Girl Book 2:
Conspiracy Boy
Prophecy's Ruin - Sam Bowring 2011-02-24
Prophecy's Ruin tells the story of two boys as they grow. Bel becomes a
charismatic though troubled warrior, Losara an enigmatic and thoughtful
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mage. Both are powerful young men, yet incomplete. As they struggle to
discover their destinies, inevitably each has to ask the ultimate question:
will he, one day have to face himself?
So This Is Ever After - F.T. Lukens 2022-12-22
Three months to find your true love, save the kingdom and secure the
throne. It's all a breeze from here, right? WRONG! Dive into LGBTQ+
romantic fantasy from New York Times bestselling author F. T. Lukens!
Perfect for fans of Rainbow Rowell and Adam Silvera. Arek didn’t think
about what would happen after he fulfilled the prophecy. He’s officially
King of Ere, but only Arek and his mage, the devastatingly handsome
Matt, know that the role comes with a catch: marry by your eighteenth
birthday – or die. Arek’s got three months to find his One True Love and
save his own life. But things go painfully and hilariously wrong . . . until
he discovers that love might have been right in front of him all along.
Funny, subversive, romantic fantasy from New York Times bestselling
author F. T. Lukens. Look out for In Deeper Waters and Spell Bound.
The Warrior Mage - D. K. Holmberg 2017-01-24
The world prepares for war. Creatures out of a nightmare press south.
And only a few will be able to stop it. Roelle leads the Magi north to
discover the secrets of the northern warriors known as the Antrilii. What
she discovers forces her to question the role the Magi play in the world
as she begins to realize how far they have drifted from their Founders.
Rumors out of the north are much worse than she could ever imagine
and her Mage Warriors might be key to stopping a threat the world
hasn't seen in a thousand years. Jakob has reached Avaneam with the
mysterious trunk only to learn that his journey has just begun. What he
discovers in the Unknown Lands will be the key to the upcoming battle, if
only he can survive it. His visions continue and Jakob learns there is
more to them-and him-than he had known. Can he understand his
growing abilities in time?
The Stone Wolf - D K Holmberg 2021-03-10
A new magic threatens to destroy Gavin-or change him forever. Gavin
has secured the city, preventing the deadly Fates from bringing their
terrible sorcery back to Yoran, but Tristan remains at large. Their fight
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had been a test, and Gavin knows he can't fail the next one. When a
strange attack pushes him to reveal the depths of his magic, Gavin knows
Tristan has returned to finish what he started. This time, he's working
with a power greater than any sorcerer-and something Gavin has never
faced. A friend's abduction forces Gavin to take action he never would
have considered in order to save them and stop Tristan. He must use all
his connections in the city, but even that might not be enough to save
them-or stop a plan that's been in play for years. The Chain Breaker will
not be enough. He must find a way to become something more than he'd
ever trained to be.
Blood Spells - Jessica S. Andersen 2010

he’d hoped to never see again. Only there can he discover the prophecy's
location. But it might already be too late. As the Swarmers ravage the
League of Worlds, the old Starsea Mages are on the rise. Like the Mage
War over fifty years ago, they dream of an empire and a new era for
humanity where the mages rule over all...
Cloak of Dragons - Jonathan Moeller 2019-04-07
My name is Nadia, and I’m an errand girl. Except my boss is the High
Queen of the Elves. And my errands for her involve spying on people. Or
stealing things. Or hunting down monsters. Or, on occasion, killing
people. But this time she wants me to solve a murder. And unless I find
the killer, I’m going to be his next target…because dragons never forgive
a murder.
Dragon Bones - D. K. Holmberg 2018-09-17
Dragons have been gone from the world for centuries, though their
power remains. A war fought a thousand years ago removed the
destructive threat of dragons, allowing fire mages to use the magic
stored within their bones to protect the empire for a millennium. The
empire has known a fragile peace, held together by that ancient magic.
Fes has always longed for stability. Raised within the slums of the
empire, taught to steal and hurt others to make his way, when he
Shadow Born - D. K. Holmberg 2016-11-23
Carthenne Rel survived the Hjan attack on the A'ras and has left the
north, the only place she ever really known. Now she travels to better
understand what it means that she's shadow born. Stranded by storms in
a dangerous port city, she's captured while helping rescue a young girl
from slavers. Discovering her mysterious captor's agenda forces her to
play his games in order to escape, only to realize she hasn't finished with
the Hjan. The lessons her captor has taught just might be the key to
defeating them for good while protecting all of the north.
Spellmonger - Terry Lee Mancour 2016-01-06
Minalan gave up a promising career as a professional warmage to live
the quiet life of a village spellmonger in the remote mountain valley of
Boval. It was a peaceful, beautiful little fief, far from the dangerous
feudal petty squabbles of the Five Duchies, on the world of Callidore.

The Caged Dragon - D K Holmberg 2021-01-25
A young man wanting to protect his family begins an epic journey.Life on
the farm at the edge of the kingdom is anything but routine for Ashan.
The plains around Berestal suffer from severe storms, making travel to
the city difficult, with the threat of an attack from the people of Vard
always looming. He long ago abandoned dreams of serving as a dragon
rider, caring for his injured father and brother, but everything is about to
change. A Vard attack forces Ashan to risk everything to protect his
sister. Doing so brings him closer to the dragons than he had ever
imagined, but brings him into a war he never intended to join. Somehow,
Ashan and his best friend might be the only ones able to prevent the
Vard from reaching a prize they'd long sought, if only they can survive
the dangers of the forest, the mysterious Djarn people, a terrifying
creature chasing them, and the power of a dragon mage.Packed full of
action and adventure, The Caged Dragon is the beginning of a brand new
epic fantasy adventure.
The Prophecy of the Seven - Kyle West 2022-01-14
Long lost since the disappearance of Arian, The Prophecy of the Seven is
the key to finding the rest of the Orbs of Starsea. It would secure
Lucian's position as the true Chosen of the Manifold for good. The only
problem? He doesn't know where in the Worlds it is. When he receives a
mysterious vision, he drops everything to return to Volsung, the planet
the-warrior-mage-the-lost-prophecy-2
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There were cows. Lots of cows. And cheese. For six months things went
well: he found a quaint little shop, befriended the local lord, the village
folk loved him, he found a sharp young apprentice to help out, and best
yet, he met a comely young widow with the prettiest eyes . . . Then one
night Minalan is forced to pick up his mageblade again to defend his
adopted home from the vanguard of an army of goblins - gurvani, they
call themselves - bent on a genocidal crusade against all mankind. And
that was the good news. The bad news was that their shamans were
armed with more magical power than has been seen since the days of the
ancient Imperial Magocracy - and their leader, a mysterious, vengeful
force of hate and dark magic, is headed directly to Boval Vale, along with
a massive invading army of gurvani. The good people of Boval and their
spellmonger have only one choice: to hole up in the over-sized Boval
Castle and hope they can endure a siege against hundreds of thousands
of goblins. When the people look to him for hope, Minalan does his best,
but the odds are depressing: there are multitudes of goblins, and they
want Boval Vale as a staging ground for a vengeful invasion of the whole
Five Duchies. Add to his troubles a jealous rival mage, a motley band of
mercenaries, a delusional liege lord who insists victory is at hand despite
the hordes at his door, a dour castellan, a moody, pregnant girlfriend and
a catty ex-girlfriend who specializes in sex magic - all trapped in a
stinking, besieged castle with no hope of rescue, and you'll understand
why Minalan is willing to take his chances with the goblins. All that
stands between the gurvani horde and the people of the Five Duchies is
one tired, overwhelmed baker's son who wanted nothing more than to be
a simple village spellmonger!
Warriors: The New Prophecy #1: Midnight - Erin Hunter 2009-10-13
Erin Hunter’s #1 nationally bestselling Warriors series continues in
Warriors: The New Prophecy! The first book in this second series,
Warriors: The New Prophecy #1: Midnight, brings more adventure,
intrigue, and thrilling battles to the epic world of the warrior Clans. The
wild cats of the forest have lived in peace and harmony for many
moons—but now, strange messages from their warrior ancestors speak of
terrifying new prophecies and a mysterious danger. Brambleclaw, a
the-warrior-mage-the-lost-prophecy-2

warrior of ThunderClan, may be the cat with the fate of the forest in his
paws. Now he will need all the courage and strength of the greatest
warriors to save the Clans.
Ice Dragon - D K Holmberg 2020-01-07
When a mysterious stranger brings word of a dragon, Jason's whole
world changes.The northern mountain village offers protection from the
threat of dragons, but is a difficult place, especially for a misfit like Jason
Dreshen. His days are spent hunting for food for his family, praying for
warmth, and trying to hide his strange silver eye that grants him dragon
sight.When a stranger visits during the local Freedom Festival searching
for a different kind of dragon, everything changes. Forced down the
mountainside, Jason learns the truth of powers he'd only heard about in
rumors. While running from deadly Dragon Souls, he finds he might have
more of a connection to magic than only dragon sight. In order to save
himself and stop the Dragon Souls, he must learn a truth about himself
that leads him closer to the one thing he fears above all others: dragons.
Somehow, he might be the only one able to protect them from the
Dragon Souls, but how can he protect what he hates?Ice Dragon is the
first book in The Dragon Misfits fantasy adventure series.
The Unsuspecting Mage - Brian S. Pratt 2005-12-01
Little did James realize when he answered the ad in the paper that he
would be thrust into the middle of an adventure that will test the limits of
his intelligence and courage. Not given any sort of explanation why he
has been brought to this world, James, a high school senior, must
discover the reason. He quickly realizes that he's able to use the
knowledge he gained through the hundreds of books he's read, as well as
the time spent in role playing games to help him along. The world he's
been brought to is one on the edge of war and only by learning to control
the magic within himself will he be able to survive the trials ahead. With
the help of a boy named Miko, he sets out across this strange world to
discover why he's there and what he must do.
The Threat of Madness - D. K. Holmberg 2017-01-03
When his home is attacked, Jakob, an apprentice historian and son of a
priest, starts a journey that takes him on an adventure far from home.
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Studying with a new swordmaster, he gains surprising skill, but also
strange new abilities that may make the only person able to complete the
dangerous task ahead. With attackers moving in, powers long thought
lost begin to return. The key to survival could be the answer to a lost
prophecy, yet only a few remain with the ability to find it.
The Moon Dragon (The Secrets of Droon #26) - Tony Abbott 2016-02-23
A hidden door. A magical staircase. Discover the world of Droon! There's
no place like home! Eric and his friends have finally restored the
Rainbow Stairs, but that was the easy part. Now Gethwing is loose in the
Upper World, and the Moon Dragon is causing big trouble. Eric, Julie,
and Neal have to protect their town, but they're up against mysterious
creatures, strangely-behaving parents, and powerful magic. Can the kids
stop Gethwing before he destroys the Upper World -- for good?
The Time of Contempt - Andrzej Sapkowski 2013-08-27
To protect his ward Ciri, Geralt of Rivia sends her to train with the
sorceress Yennefer. But all is not well within the Wizard's Guild in the
second novel of the Witcher, Andrzej Sapkowski's groundbreaking epic
fantasy series that inspired the hit Netflix show and the blockbuster
video games. Geralt is a Witcher: guardian of the innocent; protector of
those in need; a defender in dark times against some of the most
frightening creatures of myth and legend. His task now is to protect Ciri.
A child of prophecy, she will have the power to change the world for
good or for ill—but only if she lives to use it. Witcher collections The Last
Wish Sword of Destiny Witcher novels Blood of Elves The Time of
Contempt Baptism of Fire The Tower of Swallows Lady of the Lake
Season of Storms Hussite Trilogy The Tower of Fools Warriors of God
Translated from original Polish by David French
Dragon Fae Prophecy - Caethes Faron 2019-10-21
They say I'm the Dragon Fae. They say I'm the savior of our people. I
know they're wrong.My entire life I've been an assassin, but after a
botched job, I'm the most wanted sorceress in the world. I lie low, taking
whatever jobs I'm given. When I'm assigned a new partner, a dragon
shifter named Deacon, he strides into my life like he belongs, whether I
want him or not.My heart's been burned before, so despite his sexy
the-warrior-mage-the-lost-prophecy-2

charm--or maybe because of it--I definitely don't want him.When the fae
court declares I've fulfilled an ancient prophecy, they anoint me the
Dragon Fae, the mythical savior of our people. That explains Deacon's
presence. He's the Dragon Fae's fated mate. Problem is, the fae court is
manipulating this sacred legend. Lies may be my trade, but I can't stand
for this deception.So I cut a deal. If Deacon and I can stop a terrorist
plot, I can go back to lying low. If we fail, they'll make me the Dragon
Fae. I was raised on this myth, and the most memorable part? The
Dragon Fae dies young and alone-and the fae court has shown they'll do
whatever it takes to make the prophecy come true.If I don't take fate into
my own hands, the fae court will do it for me.Dragon Fae Prophecy is the
first book in a fae urban fantasy series with a slow-burn romance.
Chased by Fire - DK Holmberg 2014-10-20
An ancient artifact that must be found... Terrifying creatures from dark
and dangerous Incendin... And long-forgotten elementals again
unleashed on the world. As an earth senser, Tan is tasked with helping
guide the king's servant through the dangerous mountain passes in
search for the artifact before Incendin can reach it first. But after losing
his father to the war, Tan wants nothing to do with the king's demands.
When everything he knows is lost, he is forced to risk himself to save the
one person who can find the artifact, a beautiful girl who has lost as
much as Tan. In doing so, power the world hasn't seen in nearly a
thousand years is awoken, and a warrior long thought dead returns to
claim the artifact for himself.
The Innocent Mage - Karen Miller 2011-07-02
'Intriguing characters and a finely tuned sense of drama...' - Library
Journal on The Innocent Mage 'A writer who seems to set the rule for the
genre' - Waterstone's Books Quarterly 'The Innocent Mage is come, and
we stand at the beginning of the end of everything' Being a fisherman
like his father isn't a bad life, but it's not the one that Asher wants.
Despite his humble roots, Asher has grand dreams. And they call him to
Dorana, home of princes, beggars . . . and the warrior mages who have
protected the kingdom for generations. Little does Asher know, however,
that his arrival in the city is being closely watched by members of the
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Circle, a secret organisation dedicated to preserving an ancient magic.
Asher might have come to the city to make his fortune, but he will find
his destiny . . . One of bestselling fantasy debuts of the last decade: enter
the world of Kingmaker, Kingbreaker - a wildly fast-paced fantasy series
brimming with action and adventure. The Innocent Mage is book one in
the Kingmaker, Kingbreaker series. Books by Karen Miller: Kingmaker,
Kingbreaker Series The Innocent Mage The Awakened Mage A Blight of
Mages Godspeaker Empress of Mijak The Riven Kingdom The Hammer of
God Fisherman's Children The Prodigal Mage The Reluctant Mage
Tarnished Crown The Falcon Throne Prince of Glass
Tower of the Gods - D. K. Holmberg 2017-03-13
As the twisted groeliin press their way south, countless lives will be lost
unless Roelle can find help, forcing her to go to an enemy for aid. It's a
dangerous gamble, but she can think of no alternative, not if she intends
to save as many as possible. Jakob continues having strange visions and
struggles with what he's becoming. No longer does he question that he
has power, but the only person who might be able to answer is trapped in
Thealon. They must reach her before all is lost. Doing so forces them to
face an army of Deshmahne and a horde of groeliin. As their paths
converge, war extends throughout the north. All have to sacrifice, but
even that might not be enough to defeat both the Deshmahne and the
groeliin, all while trying to save the last of the gods.
A Surge of Fire - D K Holmberg 2020-11-04
The final book in the Elemental Warrior seriesHaving barely survived the
Lands Beyond, Tolan recuperates while preparing for the next attack. His
closest allies are gone, leaving him floundering for answers, along with
his place in the Academy. Tolan must protect Terndahl before the
elementals attack. After years spent teaching others the elementals were
no danger, he fears the repercussions of changing course. When even an
elemental warrior might not be enough, Tolan must find the elemental
nature within him.The gripping conclusion of the Elemental Warrior
series!
Iron's Prophecy - Julie Kagawa 2012-09-01
Julie Kagawa’s bestselling series The Iron Fey captivated the
the-warrior-mage-the-lost-prophecy-2

imagination—and hearts—of readers of all ages with its mix of magic,
fantasy and romance. Discover what happened to Meghan and Ash
following The Iron Knight in this novella… Meghan Chase is finally
getting used to being the Iron Queen, ruler of the Iron Fey. Her life may
be strange, but with former Winter prince Ash by her side at last, she
wouldn’t have it any other way. But when they travel to the Summer and
Winter courts’ gathering for Elysium, the oracle from Meghan’s past
returns with a dire prophecy: “What you carry will either unite the
courts, or it will destroy them.” Now Meghan faces a devastating choice
that may determine the future of all fey—and her and Ash’s unborn
child…. Don’t miss the first book in Julie Kagawa’s highly anticipated
new series, SHADOW OF THE FOX, AVAILABLE OCTOBER 2, 2018
Within the Dragon's Jaw - D K Holmberg 2021-08-30
A captured thief holds the key to the kingdom. Having learned the truth
about the Dragon Thief and saving Zarinth, an impossible decision will
bring Ty away from the only home he's known. When a dangerous priest
demands his help finding something the Dragon Thief failed to find, Ty
must finish the job even the Dragon Thief had failed to complete, but
must stay ahead of Roson James and the Dragon Touched. The prize will
secure the Dragon Thief's freedom, but there's even more at stake than
Ty can imagine. If he succeeds, he might stop a war-and learn a truth
long hidden from him about his connection to dragons. Packed full of
action and adventure, Within the Dragon's Jaw continues an exciting new
epic fantasy adventure.
Thief's Fall - C. Greenwood 2017-03-23
Discovered. Destroyed. Reborn. After losing his brother and being
murdered by his enemies, Rideon thought there was nothing left that
could hurt him. But he soon discovers life only gets more dangerous after
death. Restored by magic, he must trek through a hostile wilderness
while stalked by a deranged wild man. His only possessions, a cursed
bow and a powerful amulet, prove as treacherous as they are necessary.
Driven by the need to find his young brother before their enemies reach
the boy first, Rideon must enter dangerous territory and risk the wrath of
the ruthless thieves' guild and its cunning king.
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Scents and Sensibility - Christie 2021-12
Even the most capable huntress can become the prey. Jess, an orphaned
alien, has no sense of sexuality until the day she becomes the prey of
every male on the planet. Suddenly she's emitting pheromones that
threaten her very life. Stranded while on a mission, Aryk, an elite
galactic soldier, saves Jess from unwanted attentions, including those of
a slaver. Devoted to keeping her safe, they flee into the beyond in search

the-warrior-mage-the-lost-prophecy-2

of her homeworld while trying to save another species from extinction.
All she wanted was a chance to fall in love. Now the universe is throwing
mates her way. Aryk may be the first, but he isn't the last. An ancient
prophecy says why choose when you can have them all. Scents and
Sensibility is intended for a mature audience. It is the first in a reverse
harem, why choose, sci-fi, fantasy romance trilogy in an expanding
universe.
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